1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

Damsrosch (2007) says that literature simply means “written with letters” – really any text at all. But, in its cultural sense, “literature” refers foremost to poems, plays, and prose fiction – works of creative imagination written in heightened and pleasurable language. Literary work is a form reflection or picture life and the creative community productive in producing a work. Through the work literary author tried to reveal life community they experienced or what they feel. Literary works born of the desire of the author to reveal its existence as a human being ideas and certain massage were inspired by imagination and socio-culture realities of the author and using language media as the way. Work literature is a socio-culture phenomenon involving human creativity. Nugihantoro (2007:57) says that literary works born of expression deposition of experience available in the soul of the author in depth through the imagination. Literary works born of the background and impetus basic human to express himself. A literary work is perceived as an expression the reality of life and the context of presentation arranged structured, interesting and use language media text compiled through experience and reflection knowledge potentially has a wide range representation of life forms. Novel as a literary works that needs interpretation of life. A novel expresses some aspects of human’s love and existence. Because novel talks about human activities and describes what happened in surrounding, so it is written in long composition. Kenney (1966:103)
says that novel is generally though of as containing about forty five thousand words or more.

Henry (1976:78) says that detective story is short story or novel in which mystery is unreveled by a detective through the assembly and interpretation of clues. The tragic murder often occurred but not all is revealed, because there is not detective who investigates that murder cases.

Talking about detective story, *The Cuckoo’s Calling* novel is one of the novel which tells about the murder case who investigated by detective story and the *The Cuckoo’s Calling* novel has a story about murder case investigated by a detective named Cormoran Strike. Lula Landry is a famous supermodel who was found dead because of falling to the surface of the snow from the balcony of her room. Police declared the incident pure suicide. But John Bristow, adopted brother Lula did not believe in the results of the police investigation. John hired the services of detective Cormoran Strike to find out the murderers of Lula.

Strike interviews several people such as Lula’s adopted mother, Lula’s driver, security of Lula’s flat, and Strike is especially intrigued by the statement of Lula's neighbour, who said she heard Lula fighting with a man and then falling from her balcony. Strike discovers that the murder of Lula was for the ten million pounds she possessed. Strike figures out that John is in fact the murderer, hoping to get her money. He was using Cormoran Strike in an attempt to frame Lula's biological brother Jonah for her murder, suspecting (correctly) that Lula had made a will leaving her fortune to Jonah. John hoped that if the will, which he had been unable to locate, surfaced, Jonah would be unable to inherit if he had been
convicted of Lula's murder. He had hoped that Strike's friendship with Charlie would endear him to him. When Strike presents the truth to John, John attempts to stab him, resulting in a physical altercation.

That’s the reason why the writer chooses this novel to be analyzed. The writer is interested to analyze the problems and the way the detective revealed the murder case. So in this paper also will present the problems that happened in this novel.

1.2 Problem of the Study

The problems of the study are:

1) What are the main problems in the novel The Cuckoo’s Calling?
2) How does detective reveal his client’s case?

1.3 Scope of The Study

There are many aspects in the Galbraith’s novel The Cuckoo’s Calling, but the writer has decided to limit some aspects to be analyzed in this paper. The first is, the writer will analyzed about what is the main problem in this novel. By this aspect, the writer absolutely write about the problem that happen in the novel, when the problem happen, who the main character in the novel and somethings else that concern to the problem that’s discussed in the The Cuckoo’s Calling novel. The second is the writer will analysis the ways of Cormoran Strike as the main character to reveal the murder case. It concerns to analysis all the steps that Cormoran Strike did in revealing the problem of the murder case. So, that is the limitations that the writer written in this paper.
1.4 Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is:

1) To know the main problems that happened in the novel.

2) To know how the detective revealing the case.

1.5 Method of The Study

In this paper the writer applies the method of the study is descriptive method of analyze. The library research applies to support the analysis of the novel, collecting some data and information needed from the novel. Then reading and comprehending the data, making some notes until making the conclusion. Beside the library research, the writer also search from internet to enrich information which are related the topic to analyze the main problem in the novel.
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